In this note it is worked out a new set of Laplace-Like equations for quaternions through Riemann-Cauchy hypercomplex relations otained earlier [1] . As in the theory of functions of a complex variable, it is expected that this new set of Laplace-Like equations might be applied to a large number of Physical problems, providing new insights in the Classical Theory Fields.
1 Cauchy-Riemann Equations (Functions of one complex variable).
In order to fix ideas will be considered theorem that relates the partial derivatives for the case of a function f (z) of a complex variable f (z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) [2] , which here will be called simply Riemann-Cauchy conditions. These relations say that the first order partial derivatives of functions u(x, y) and v(x, y) satisfy relations according to the following theorem:
a function defined and continues in a neighborhood of the point z = x + yi and differentiable at z. Then the partial derivatives of the first order of u(x, y) and v(x, y) exist and satisfy the relations:
Thus, if f (z) is analytic in a domain Γ, its partial derivatives exist and satisfy the set of relations (1) and (2) over all point in Gamma. Moreover, with the above functions class C 2 using Schwartz's Theorem for partial derivatives immediately follows the following equations: 
, and satisfying the following relations:
Proof. The proof of this theorem can be analyzed in greater detail in [1] .
3 The Laplace's Equations.
In this section we show that a new set of hypercomplex Laplace equations may be generated in four dimensions. Through its use of Riemann-Cauchy like relations [1] Therefore, the functions that make up the quaternionic function, depend on x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 and x 4 and are supposed to be of class C 2 and thus the theorem is valid Schwartz.
The first step to obtain the Laplace equation is the derivation of equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) over x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and x 4 will be done as follows: Deriving the conditions of equation (5), we have:
Deriving the conditions of equation (6), we have:
Deriving the conditions of equation (7), we obtain that:
Deriving the conditions of equation (8), we have:
In correlating those derived groups of partial derivatives (9), (10), (11) and (12) = 0 (16) Therefore, it is more simplified manner, the set of equations appears below:
Conclusion
In this not it is showed the feasibility of obtaining the equations of Laplace through the Cauchy-Riemann conditions for quaternions. This fact will allow the relationship between equations that can explain many physical phenomena. You can also use the above equations as a way of stating a theorem for harmonic functions for quaternions that satisfy the conditions of Cauchy results. It is worth mentioning the importance of [1] established relations used in this work.
